
Bank It             2-8 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

To reinforce the skills of throwing, catching, cooperation, hand-eye coordination, patience, 

strategy, and teamwork in the wacky, nerve-racking game of Bank It. 
 

EQUIPMENT:  
 Large container full of Super 70 balls or foam tennis balls (50+. Super 70 balls are 2.75” in 

diameter (approximately the size of a baseball), and are sold in sets of six different colors of 

red, blue, green, purple, orange, and yellow at S&S Worldwide; see Figures 1 and 2). 
 

   
                     Figure 1: Super 70 Ball                      Figure 2: Foam Tennis Ball       
 

 5-Gallon buckets (15-20+ buckets randomly placed on the floor all over the gym  

 Play Money: (I use EC1109 Pack of 300 Play Money Bills. Each pack contains (100) $1 play 

money bills, 50 each of $5, $10, and $20 play money bills, and 25 each of  $50 and $100 play 

money bills. 

 Container to store the $1.00 bills (use 2 containers for large classes to avoid traffic jams). 
 

PROCEDURE:  

Before classes arrive, randomly spread out the 5-gallon buckets within the gym boundaries (See 

Figure 3). The object of the game is for each team to successfully transfer a ball by means of 

throwing and catching to “bank it” into any bucket located within the boundaries. Each team will 

compete against other teams to determine who will bank the most shots and earn the most cash.  

Instruct students to partner up and go get $1.00 each, but only one ball per group. Send half of 

the teams to one side of the gym and the other half of the teams to the opposite side of the gym to 

sit down and await further instructions. To Begin: Play begins with each team starting off by 

standing outside the boundaries behind their end line (See Figure 4). The goal is to advance the 

ball to a teammate down the court by throwing and catching the ball. A ball can be thrown any 

distance down the court to a partner, but teams must realize three important rules: 

1. The ball can only be scored into a bucket that is past the midline from where the team starts. 

For example, Team 1 enters the ball into the game from the end line on the left side of the 

gym. That team must travel past the midline to score into buckets located on the right side of 

the gym. 

2. Each team must start over from the beginning if at any time a ball is dropped or touches the 

ground during the process.  

3. A dropped ball or ball that touches the ground, results in that team paying the penalty of 

$1.00 to the teacher unless the team is already out of money. Note: tell teams to never quit or 

give up because they still can earn money by successfully scoring a ball into a bucket. 



   
Figure 3: Large class set up w/5-gallon buckets     Figure 4: Starting off behind their end line 
 

Each team will continue the process of throwing and catching until each ball is very close to one 

of the buckets. A ball cannot be dropped or thrown into the bucket. As the name of the game 

states, in order to be considered a score/point, the ball must be “banked” into the bucket by using 

the method chosen by the teacher. Methods of banking shots that can be changed periodically by 

the teacher are, but are not limited to: 

1. The ball has to be banked off the back of your hands (See Figure 5) 

2. The ball has to be banked off your chest or stomach (See Figure 6) 

3. The ball has to be banked off the bottom of your shoe(s) (See Figures 7 and 8) 

4. The ball has to be banked off the side of your body or hip (See Figure 9) 

5. The ball has to be banked off of your head  

6. Create a new method 
 

  
    Figure 5: banking it off the back of hands             Figure 6: banking it off the chest        
 



   
 Figure 7: banking it off a shoe   Figure 8: banking it off shoes     Figure 9: off the side or hip  
 

Every ball that is successfully scored into a bucket allows each team the right to go and retrieve 

another ball and $1.00 before returning to their side and starting the process over from the 

beginning. If they bank it, they get to bank it (See Figure 10)! Get it? Note: teams will need to 

be encouraged to never give up because patience will be tested due to the sometimes-difficult 

degree of accuracy needed to get the balls into the buckets. Each team will continue the process 

of throwing, catching, banking balls and banking cash until the time has expired. When the time 

has expired, give each team 1-2 minutes to calculate their cash to determine the following award 

amounts: Note: mentioning levels/prizes is just for fun and obviously not real. Feel free to 

change, omit, and or alter the levels.  

$1 – $2 = Elementary Level Bank It Players (but A+ for never quitting!!!!) 

$3 - $5 = Middle School Level Bank It Players  

$6 - $8 = High School Level Bank It Players 

$9 - $12 = College Level Bank It Players 

$13+ = Professional Level Bank It Players!!!!! 
 

RULES AND SAFETY: 
1. The first/initial throw to enter a ball into the game must be made from behind the end lines 

on each team’s starting side of the gym. 

2. All players who catch balls may rotate their bodies/pivot on one foot to then throw to their 

teammates. Players may not walk or advance toward a bucket while in possession of a ball. 

3. Players can make overhand or underhand throws for short or long distances to teammates. 

4. Any dropped ball or ball that touches the ground results in those players retrieving the ball 

and going back to start the process over from behind the end line after giving the $1.00 

penalty/payment to the teacher. 

5. $1.00 is earned for every successful banked shot into the bucket as long as that bucket is past 

the midline from their starting point. 

6. Players may not play defense or interfere with another team’s throwing, catching or banking 

of balls. 
 

VARIATIONS: 

1. Create more difficulty by changing the levels of the 5-gallon buckets. For example, place a 

bucket on top of an upside down trashcan or on top of a chair. 

2. Change the money values of certain buckets. For example, earn $2.00 for scoring a ball into 

the bucket on a chair or any bucket located inside the basketball lane on the opposite side of 

the gym. 

3. For class sizes 30 or less, start all teams on one end of the gym. Divide the gym into 3-4 

equal sections using traffic cones and then place buckets in between each sectioned off area 

(See Figure 11). Earn a $1.00 for scoring into the closest section, $2.00 for scoring into the 



2nd section, $3.00 for scoring into the 3rd section, and $4.00 for scoring into the 4th and 

furthest section. Lose a $1.00 for a ball touching the ground in the closest section, $2.00 for a 

ball touching the ground in the 2nd section, $3.00 for a ball touching the ground in the 3rd 

section, and $4.00 for a ball touching the ground in the 4th and furthest section.  
 

  
   Figure 10: going to the bank and getting a ball    Figure 11: Variation #3 set up for smaller classes 

 


